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ance in the form of painting; simplicity of line in their design should
be the first consideration, whether of steel or of concrete.
Lighting of Traffic Circles.
The question of lighting traffic circles calls for careful study
according to the design conditions of the particular circle; e.g , the
size of the centre island, occurrence of dual carriage-ways, etc.
Various systems of lighting have been tried, but none of them
seems to be entirely satisfactory.
Lamp-standards on the centre island do not improve the appear-
ance of the island, although in some cases there may be no alter-
native.
The lamps placed on the directional islands at the entrance to the
circle should be about 16 ft. high; the usual " Keep Left " bollards
are also necessary at such points.
Approach Signs : to Circles.
The real danger with traffic circles occurs at night from high-speed
vehicles approaching the islands without sufficient warning. An
interesting suggestion has been made by Mr. W. R. Stevens, for an
approach sign in the form of a silhouette circle (mounted on the usual
standard), which would be illuminated at night by a red neon circle.
This would be reasonably discernible in fog. Such asignwouldrequire
to be placed at a considerable distance from the island.
There is a good case here for adding into the centre of the " neon "
circle the reduced speeds—as suggested elsewhere—indicating pro-
gressively 30, 25,20, and/or 15 m.p.h. (also in neon lighting) accord-
ing to the design speed for the circle itself (see Fig. 165).
landscape tbeatmeot
One of the greatest fascinations in new town planning is the oppor-
tunity to introduce landscape features. It will require imagination
and patience, since it may be several years before the real beauty
shows itself.
The Engineer has been accused of designing roads as a series of
parallel lines, centre margin, double carriage-way, kerbs, cycle-
tracks, and foot-ways—all for utility.
Roads need not be built in this manner if there is open land at
one's disposal. Even in cases where a straight road is possible, a
slight bulge or bend on the centre margin of the dual carriage-way
enhances the general appearance; an undulating country helps to
remove the monotony of a straight road*

